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								Lift & Escalator Maintenance
	Lift & Escalator MaintenanceLift & Escalator Maintenance
Thorough and frequent lift maintenance is essential for long-term efficiency, longevity and reliability in your lifts and escalators. To reduce down-time and ensure 100% safety, you need a professional and experienced maintenance company.

	Lift & Escalator Maintenance ContractsLift & Escalator Maintenance Contracts
With such a diversity of lift configurations, environments and usage levels, the range of lift maintenance contracts must reflect the needs of the customer. Although escalators have significantly fewer configuration options, their maintenance also needs to match a customer’s requirements.

	Planned MaintenancePlanned Maintenance
Temple Lifts’ Preventative Planned Maintenance is aimed at reducing unexpected lift and escalator failures and the inconvenience of equipment down-time. All of the lifts and escalators that we maintain undergo an initial survey, to establish a performance benchmark for your equipment.

	Lift & Escalator Servicing & Maintenance – Help & InformationLift & Escalator Servicing & Maintenance – Help & Information
What services are included in your Maintenance Contracts? How many service visits do I need? Can you maintain all types of lifts? How can Temple Lifts help with an unreliable lift? How much does a service contract cost?




	Lift & Escalator Repairs
	Lift & Escalator RepairsLift & Escalator Repairs
Even a well-maintained lift or escalator can occasionally require some repair work. Faulty components can lead to essential equipment down-time, increased energy consumption and can affect the safety of the equipment. To avoid breakdowns, it is advisable to repair or replace known failing items as soon as possible by a qualified expert.

	Repairs – Help & InformationRepairs – Help & Information
How much will a Repair cost? Can you repair all types of lift? Can you get spares and materials for lifts installed by others? What should I do with my insurance report? Do I have to do Health & Safety works? Can I talk to someone at Temple Lifts about Repairs?




	Breakdowns & Emergencies
	Breakdowns & EmergenciesBreakdowns & Emergencies
Irrespective of where your lift or escalator is situated, or the volume of passengers that it carries, a breakdown can have an immediate detrimental impact. In commercial environments, breakdowns are not only inconvenient, but any reduced access to upper or lower floors can prove extremely costly.

	Out of Hours ServiceOut of Hours Service
For our out of hours service, please call our main telephone number: 020 8460 1332. Your call will be diverted to our night service operators who will be on hand to help you with your call.

	Breakdowns & Emergencies – Help & InformationBreakdowns & Emergencies – Help & Information
What are your call-out charges? Can Temple Lifts help with frequent lift breakdowns? Do you carry spare parts for all lifts? Who do we contact for emergencies and out-of-hours? What are your response times to breakdowns? Can I talk to someone at Temple Lifts about breakdowns?




	Lift & Escalator Modernisation
	Lift Modernisation & RefurbishmentLift Modernisation & Refurbishment
Lift modernisation is not only required for aesthetic reasons, but it can also be a more economical solution in comparison to a new lift installation. Technology, legislation and changing passenger usage are often some of the reasons behind the decision to modernise a lift.

	Escalator Modernisation & RefurbishmentEscalator Modernisation & Refurbishment
Generally, reliability is the main reason for modernising an escalator and often the need for a full replacement including the truss can be avoided. In most cases, a failing escalator or moving walk can be stripped down in situ, leaving the truss in place and replacing the failing and worn equipment.

	AccessibilityAccessibility
Today, lifts must accommodate wheelchair users, and adhere to the strict requirements of accessibility, documented in the Equality Act 2010, formerly known as the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA). This legislation requires building owners to make ‘reasonable adjustments for disabled people’.

	Lift Appearance, Controllers & ButtonsLift Appearance, Controllers & Buttons
Even when your lift performs well, it can be easy to overlook the importance of aesthetics. With time, many factors can contribute to a worn and tired appearance. Even when every effort has been made to keep your building up to date, an outdated lift can create entirely the wrong impression of a modern premises.

	Lift Green OptionsLift Green Options
In almost every lift modernisation project that Temple Lifts undertakes, the issue of energy efficiency is one of the primary objectives to take into account. This is of even more value for those customers modernising heavy usage, old style power hungry traction motors.

	Escalator Green OptionsEscalator Green Options
There are significant benefits from updating and modernising an escalator, and in particular, environmental gains in energy consumption. Apart from improvements in drive efficiency, the escalator can be equipped with a slow running feature or automatic start that initiates the movement, steps and handrails as passengers approach the escalator.

	PerformancePerformance
Poor lift and escalator performance are a substantial issue in modern buildings. With older technology, equipment or where building occupancy has increased over the years, poor lift response time or noisy escalator chains and steps can create frustration for both building occupants and visitors alike.

	Modernisation – Help & InformationModernisation – Help & Information
Can Temple Lifts modernise my lift or escalator? What are the benefits of Modernisation? What do I have to do to comply with Equality Act legislation? How much does a typical Lift or Escalator Modernisation cost? How long does it take to modernise a lift? Can I talk to someone at Temple Lifts about Modernisation?




	New Builds & New Installations
	New Builds & New InstallationsNew Builds & New Installations
Temple Lifts designs, manufactures and installs bespoke passenger lifts, goods lifts and platform lifts. Our in-house design team will work with you to ensure that your new lift installation meets your exact requirements.

	Disabled Access LiftsDisabled Access Lifts
Temple Lifts can help locate the perfect disabled access lift for your project for use in low- rise buildings. With a vast range of disabled access lifts from stairlifts to platform lifts, there is sure to be an access lift to suit every individual project. These platform access lifts come fully enclosed and are hydraulic or mechanically driven. Each disability lift meets all compliance requirements for carrying passengers under the Equality Act 2010 regulations.

		New & Disabled Access Lifts – Help & Information



	Drive TechnologyDrive Technology
Temple Lifts is committed to being entirely up to date when it comes to the latest lift technology. We are aware that technology is forever evolving; for instance, we have accepted that the days of marvelling at machine-room-less technology are over, now, we have lifts that incorporate advanced regenerative drive technology to assist with energy conservation.

	Machine-room-less LiftsMachine-room-less Lifts
For over a decade, Machine-Room-Less lifts have led the low to medium-rise market for space saving and environmentally friendly technology. Today, with improved technology and systems, these fully developed lifts have become even more favourable as their installation and running costs have lowered, making them ideal for low to medium-rise buildings.

	Traditional TractionTraditional Traction
Traditional traction lifts are typically suited for lift installations in residential and commercial applications such as office blocks and apartment buildings Traditional traction lifts require a motor room above the lift shaft. This allows for the installation of larger and more powerful motors/drives, that are used in either machine-room-less-lifts or hydraulic lifts. As a result, traditional traction lifts offer higher speeds and provide increased options for lift car size and capacity.

	Hydraulic LiftsHydraulic Lifts
Today, hydraulic lifts have been developed to become more energy-efficient, environmentally friendly and reliable. In many situations, they can provide the ideal solutions for passenger and goods lift installations. Their affordability and ease of installation makes them ideal for a variety of environments, such as public and private residential buildings, distribution centres, shopping centres and public facilities.

	Platform LiftsPlatform Lifts
The platform lifts we supply, install and maintain cover a wide range of applications which, in most cases, only require a limited amount of building works. The range of robust and reliable platform lifts, we supply and install offer cost-effective passenger access with versatile design options and reliable performance.

	Energy-Efficient ProductsEnergy-Efficient Products
More than ever, energy efficiency and environmental lifts are being requested by lift customers throughout the UK. To meet this need, Temple Lifts constantly monitors what technology is being developed and released to the market. With this gathered information and our experience of lift technology, we can help to select the most environmentally friendly drives, controllers and equipment for your lift.

	Passenger LiftsPassenger Lifts
We deliver a premium, bespoke, passenger lift installation service, ideally suited to a variety of needs, buildings and budgets. Employing leading technology, we are adept at offering high-quality, solutions and impartial advice to all customers we deal with.

	Vehicle LiftsVehicle Lifts
Working with IMEM, one of Europe’s leading lift manufacturers, Temple Lifts offer the perfect combination of manufacturing quality and engineering experience for those requiring a vehicle lift. As vehicle lifts are generally specified for each installation, load capacities and lift car sizes vary with each project. Due to their limited lift travel, typically up to three floors, vehicle lifts are powered by hydraulic technology.

	Goods & Service LiftsGoods & Service Lifts
Temple Lifts can provide goods lift and service lift solutions which are suitable for mixed use (passenger and goods) or goods only. We design, supply and install platform lifts, hydraulic lifts, traction lifts and machine-room-less lifts for low to medium-rise buildings.




	Lift & Escalator Replacements
	Lift & Escalator ReplacementsLift & Escalator Replacements
Like all machinery, lifts and escalators have a project service life mainly based on usage. But, there comes a time when a lift/escalator repair or modernisation becomes unviable or the building usage changes.

	Complete Lift ReplacementsComplete Lift Replacements
There are several situations where a complete/full replacement of a lift provides a viable solution over partial lift modernisation, that may include aesthetics, electrification and drive systems.

	Escalator ReplacementsEscalator Replacements
Often the most cost-efficient and less disruptive option for replacing an aged or poorly performing escalator, is to undertake an in-truss replacement. This approach for replacement is the least disruptive as it doesn’t require the escalator truss being replaced, something that can be both expensive and challenging in situations.
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Temple Lifts maintains very high aesthetic and quality process standards throughout our business and in recognition of this, we are proud to hold many of the accreditations respected by customers across the UK.




DOWNLOADS




	BSI Membership
	Facilitiesline Certificate
	CHAS Certificate
	Constructionline Certificate
	Customer Care Policy
	Lift Regulations Certificate of Registration – Bromley 
	Lift Regulations Certificate of Registration – Havant
	Environment Agency Waste Carriers Certificate
	Environmental Policy
	Health & Safety Policy
	2023/24 Insurance Certificate 
	ISO 9001, 14001 & 45001 Certificate 
	LEIA Certificate 2023
	SafeContractor Certificate
	Altius Award 2020
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